Naturally Luxurious Shower
Liquids boast richness and
aromas to peak the senses.

WAVE™ Sensation Spa shower liquids have been
formulated to provide a truly memorable shower
experience. WAVE embodies the richest natural
ingredients and exhilarating aromas to pamper your
Guests and leave them feeling uniquely special.
Although WAVE liquids are undoubtedly improved
quality over your present offering, they will cost

AZAYA

much less because they are packaged in the
sensible bulk size to suit your property
and provided through our world-leading
Dispenser™ system.

iQON

WAVE™ Sensation Spa shower liquids.
Higher quality. More convenient. Less costly.

AVIVA

Treat your Guests to superior quality shower amenities at a lower cost
than your present small-bottle program. Everybody wins.

Consider enhancing your guest’s
stay with beautiful customized
Dispensers with co-ordinating luxurious
WAVE™ Sensation Spa Shower Liquids

the splashing wave

citrus and sea foam
body wash

Exceeding your Guests’ Expectations.
Offer the WAVE™ of the future with these superior liquids
which perfectly compliment your Dispenser system.

the awakening wave

Fresh exhilarating aromas rejuvenate the weary traveler.
Pure natural elements will bathe your guests in a truly pampered
shower experience.

citrus and sea foam
shampoo

FREE with the purchase of WAVE liquids customized designer
amenity labels for your AVIVA™, iQON™ and AZAYA™ Dispensers!

the calming wave

There’s a bulk size perfect for your property.

citrus and sea foam
conditioner
the caring wave

WAVE™ Sensation Spa shower liquids
are available in closed cartridges,
gallons, five-gallon Enviropacks and
thirty-gallon drums. Choose the
size that fits your requirements perfectly.

lavender and
chamomile
body lotion

Change your thinking
from little bottles to BULK.
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